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U S ARMY TRA, -SPORTATION RESEARCH COMMANDI. rPOT EUSTIS, VIA**iNA

InveStigation Of Liroraft scdenits and results of dynamic crash tens of
repesentative types of Army aircraft have pointed up the design Itrength
inadequacy of crew seats maoufacturMd in accordance with existing mill-
tary specifications. Also, experience has proved the need for personnel
armor protactive aystems for aircraft orews operating In oombat areas.
To determine the feasibility of integrating rmor protection into the basic
design of a cre" seat fabricated to meet specific crashworthlness cri-
teria, the U. B. Army Transportation Research Command negotiated con-
tracts with four different &ir"&me manufacturers.iiof Contract DA 477-AMC9() ripreseuts the approach of one manu-
This repr traredolto bo the Arblamt Corpadtion tounderth ess

critriaandarmor protection, the work under this contract included In-

and recommendations, pending the results of programmed flight, ballistic,
mnd dynamic crash tests of the seats reported on herein.
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SUMMARY
1

This program developed five experimental armored
crashworthy crew seats for application in Army aircraft.

I
Study and analysis indicated that a univetsal crew seat
or family of seats may be adapted for usage in existing
Army aircraft. Structural reinforcement would be
required to withstand the higher seat loads and com-
promises would be necessary to clear equipment and to
adapt to varying structural configuration.

Problems of optimum restraint, crash load attenuation,
armor selection, armor coverage, mechanical system and
structural system are discussed.

To achieve the safety objectives of the seat syste,
improvements to the standard restraint harneus have been
recommended.

Installation of the armor introduces clearance problems
9specially with aft control stick travel. Resolution of
this problem may require aircraft variatiots.

Supply and maintenance of future aircraft would be enhanced
by the application of an armored crashworthy crew seat.
Specifications, which control the seat installation and
the area around the seat, are necessary to achieve
universality in these aircraft.

I
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I NTRODUCT ION

Recent operations in Asia have proven the need for aircrew
protection from small arms fire. Also, in recent years it
has been realized that aircrew seats crashworthiness cri-
teria were inadequate. Research in crash safety has re-
peatedly shown that survivable crash loads were much more
severe than seat design criteria.

Achievement of acceptable armor protection confronts the
designer with severe problems of comfort, cockpit space
limitations, and weight. Crashworthiness involves both
the latter two problems and the additional problems of
energy absorption to limit the acceleration levels ex-
perienced by the seat occupant. All of these problems
are aggravated in smaller classes of aircraft.

This program contemplates the creation of a basic seat
design, incorporating both armor protection and crash-
worthiness, capable of installation in all size classes of
Army aircraft. Contract objectives included a definition
of this basic seat and a study of the degree of compromise
required to adapt the seat to the various aircraft classes.
A major objective of the overall program (including the
test phases not performed by the contractor) is felt to be
a determination of seat weight and space requirements which
would be of use in formulating design specifications for
future Aruy aircraft.

The following aircraft were studied for application of a
common seat or family of seats:

1. O-1E 3. U-lA 5. CH-47 7. UH-lB
2. U-6A 4. CV-2A 6. CH-34

As will be shown, a seat design was evolved, which, with
appropriate support modifications, could be installed in
these aircraft. In all cases, some degree of compromise
would be involved in the installation.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. A crashworthy armored seat essentially fulfilling the
objectives of the Work Statement is practical and could
be accommodated (dimensionally) by all size classes of
Army aircraft. Compromises which allow for variations
in space and structural provisions are necessary to
permit installation of the seat in existing aircraft.

2. Because the supporting structure is not designed to the
strength requirements of the seat, the seat would
probably not develop its full crashworthy potential in
existing aircraft without extensive structural modifi-
cations to the aircraft. This would probably be par-
ticularly true of the smaller existing aircraft.

3. Such a seat could realize its crashworthy potential
more fully and efficiently in a new aircraft, in which
original design specifications could provide for the
seat by specifying:

(a) Adequate strength in seat backup structure, and

(b) Adequate clear space under the seat for energy
absorbing stroke.

4. Allowing 20 pounds for the mean weight of currently
used crew seats, the weight penalty (in the seat itself)
should not exceed:

40 pounds for crashworthy features
150 pounds for crashworthy features and armor

The weight penalty in the airframe resulting from 3 (a)
and (b), above, would be in addition.

5. Compromises in control clearance would be involved in
all existing aircraft studied if armor protection for
the torso in the forward sector is required.

6. Compromises in energy absorption stroke would be in-
volved in all existing aircraft studied, if the crash-
worthiness feature is required.

7. Present shoulder harness geometry is inadequate for the
protection of crewmen at the deceleration levels contem-
plated by the Work Statement.

3



RECOMMENDATIONS

Vor anv Army airrraft-

(a) Consider testing crashworthy-design seats under
conditions wherein vertical accelerations are
combined with simultaneous fore and aft accelera-
tions to determine the effects on energy-absorbing
devices.

(b) Consider testing to determine the effects in
inducing spinal compression, of forward loads on
shoulder harness geometry.

(c) Consider the development of an integrated restraint
system, including adequate pelvic support and
possible head restraint.

2. For existing Army aircraft:

If the crashworthiness feature is required,
consider the seat and its backup structure as a
single system and determine the strength and
deceleration characteristics of this system in
the presence of combined vertical and forward
loadings.

3. For future Army aircraft:

(a) Consider modification to MS 33575 cockpit dimen-
sions to resolve interferences between the control
throw and the chest armor.

(b) Consider specifications for seat backup structure
strength requirements and seat space requirements
to assure that the aircraft is compatible with
the crashworthy armored seat.

4



DISCUSSION

GENIRAL

The seats were designcd with the following objectives,
wahi~h.Aar -p ec icam DA 9L5 Work S t'abl.nqtab i

1. Provide fore and aft and up and down adjustment of the
seat.

2. Provide protection against 7.62 = AP projectiles fired
at a range of 100 yards and striking at 15 degree
obliquity.

3. Protect the trunk-torso body area of the air crewmen,
when seated in the normal manner, against fire delivered
from positions below an imaginary horizontal plane •
passing across the shoulders of the pilot/copilot, while
the aircraft is in level flight attitude.

4. Provide protection against multiple bits striking more
than 6 inches apart.

5. Protective equipment will not restrict or interfere
with the movements of the crew required in normal
operation of the aircraft.

6. Protective equipment will not interfere with the normal
operation of the aircraft.

7. Protective equipment will not unduly restrict the
external field of viuion of the crew, nor impair depth
or color perception nor degrade visual acuity.

8. Protection equipment will include quick release or
disconnect features, as necessary, to permit rapid
egress from the aircraft in emergency situations.

9. Protective materials will be fire retardant.

10. The seat, its support system (exclusive of airframe
structure, and the occupant restraint system, indi-
vidually and in combination, shall have sufficient
strength to withstand the reaction from longitudinal
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decelerations of 25g for 0.20 second and 45g for
0.10 second combined with lateral decelerations of"

phic dummy having a weight and mass distribution of
that of the 95th percentile man. Progressive plastic
deformation of the seat is permissible provided com-
plete failure and subsequent injurious situations do
not occur.

11. The seat, its support system (exclusive of airframe
structure), and the occupant restraint system in
combination, during high vertical impact conditions,
shall be capable of contin .isly maintaining 20g +3g,
in the pelvic region of the dummy described above,
while deforming through 12 inches of vertical travel
with respect to the airframe and, where possiLle,
up to 15 inches or more of vertical travel.

12. The mseat system must restrain the occupant, during or
after impact, in such a manner as to maintain align-
ment of the occupant's torso in a normal sitting
position.

13. The system will present no projections or cutting edges
in the event of failure due to loads in excess of the
design values.

14. The restraint system will include a lap belt, shoulder
harness, and crotch or thigh strap(s).

First studies of seat installations in the subject aircraft
showed that a completely interchangeable seat installation
could not be simply achieved in the existing aircraft due
to the diversity of structural attaching points.

For example the following is a tabulation of the width
between seat attaching points for the aircraft:

Aircraft Width Between Structural Attachments

0-1 14.50
CH-47 20.14
3-34 18.00 (Bulkhead Mounted)
U-0 12.00
CV-2A 20.30
U-1 16.00

6
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In addition to the width differences noted above there is
the same diversity in fore and aft location of frames and
attaching points in relation to the seat position for
each aircraft.

A ieasibie approach to the universal seat is to design a
seat which, with minor structural variations, can be

j&WA UU L~th ' 0I,1 aItrerilt like the -q7 and
CV-2A. Such a seat could be adapted to the narrower
support spaing of the remaining aircraft through the
use of a structural box. This adaptor box, in offect,
would create a false floor for mounting of the standard-
ized neat. This elevated false floor would reduce the
load-limiting stroke during crasnl, but, with proper design,
buckling of the adapter box would contribute to the,
required energy absorption.

This approach, however, assumed structural strength in the
existing airframe backup structure adequate to carry,
without sabstantial deflectionsenough load to opeato
the energy absorber. If the aircraft structure is
appreciably weaker than the seat, deformation of the
structure can allow the seat to pull loose, cock, or
otherwise assume a random attitude prior to structural
"bottoming out", in which cae proper operation of the
energy absorption means canot be asured.

Since the Work Statement excludes consideratiAon of the air-
craft structure, it cannot be stated that seats furnished
would be permitted to devolop the full measuro of crash-
worthiness designed into them. As a cooequnce, mad a
.result of discussions with U DCM repeoentative., the
experimental seats are designed to be floor-souated and to
have an energy aboorp tio stroke vhich travels the seat
to the flor.

The contractor has furnished, Ot SA*,' request,
simple plate adapters connectii* the seat mounting points
to the existing structural hard points of the test air-
craft, to permit lastailation without modification of the
aircraft. These adapters are considered test ardsere
and are deigned to carry maneuvering load only.
Sufficient margin is provided to carry moderate crash
loads. The *oight of these adapters should be excluded
from any consideration of eat weight.
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In addition to structural variations, there is the problemiof space requirements. All of the subject aircraft have
intrusions into the area that would be occupied by the
seat system.

A general problem is that of clearance with the pilot's
auv n. Ia .1l the subject aircrait, normai stics or

wheel aft travel touches or barely misses the pilot's
tnran; !nntrmefg a' &"morsd vrotCct4..C Wo~ 8646l
results in control interference except in the most aft
seat positions. This interference negates the fore and
aft mseat v4juntment function and emphaafzes the problem
of accomodkting the shorter pilot. This problem has not
been solved because the large pilot with parachute harness
and reatraint system requires that the torso shield be
well forward, wbile control travel requires that it be
well aft.

Theme opposing requirements cannot be satisfied by seat
design alone beocuse the ahort pilot, who needs the forward
seat position, does not necessarily have a small chest.
(Bee page 86 in Reference 18.) The noted table shows that
chest depth and stature are widely variable and that the
65-inch stature may have the same 10-inch chest depth as
the 74-inch stature. Because of the diverse requirements,
control interference with the torso shield cannot be
eliminated for all seat positions. For the experimental
seat flight testing, the seats must be positioned to clear
thi controls when the torso shield Is in use.

In future aircraft which my require pilot torso protection,
allowance should be made to permit torso shield installa-
tion without interfering with operation of the pilot's
controls.

A special requirement for the helicopter seat is space
allowance for operating the collective stick. Full travel
of the stick sweepe the left arm through a large area on
the left side of the seat.

Clearae for the pilot's hand on the collective stick is
a factor which limits allowable seat width. Arm clearance
is a factor In determining shoulder armor location and seat
support configuration.

I
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Because of the noted variations in the seat installation
requirements for the subject aircraft, universality can be
achieved only in the seat bucket. Each support must be
adapted and fitted to the individual aircraft.

The seat bucket of the experimental seats conforms generally
to NL-5-5622 and wiih an average of thne seats in zne exist-
ing aircraft. A 3-inch thick foam seat cushion in provided.
Whil J+ Im wjg A4 , hat U4 cramh.Orthk------ AS

attained by seating the pilot directly on seat structure
eliminating any soft elastic element in the system, it was
felt that this would result in a seat which would be im-
practical because it would be excessively uncomfortable to
pilots. It is true that space can be developed, in a crash,
between the pilot and his restraining harness as a result of
cushion deflection. This is also true of a rigid/crushable
type of seat pad. However, considering initial deflection
of the cushion when the pilot seats himself, and "solid
heighth" of a fully compressed foam pad, this space will be
much less than the full 3-inch thickness of the uncmprsemd
cushion. Potentially injurious rebound energy stored in the
compressed airframe structure will be limited to 25g bead-
ward by the seat's energy absorber, which operates in both
directions. The degree to which potentially Injurious re-
bound energy might be stored in the sprung mas of the beat
bucket itself, and, therefore, the significance of elastic
cushion from a crashworthiness standpoint,'should be readily
determinable from dynamic test results.

The parachute thickness allowance Is 4 inches.

The back of the seat is made of throe flat panels which con-
form approximately to the parachute pack shape.

The seat support of the experimental seats is configured for
minimum protrusion into the area occupied by the crewmen.,
The concave shape (see Figure 1) of the mspport clears the
pilot's arms during the energy aborption, stroke in a rash,
and makes for easier potcrash egres. This design appri ach
results in a sommhat heavier support structure; however,
the added safety and ease of operation are cOsidered a
reasonable trade-off for the estimated 5 pouads per seat
weight increment.

INSTALLATION CMSID ATION8 IN ARMY AIW FAI

Seat installations in the subject aircraft will have a
variety of problems which must be met with comprlmises to
allow seat installation. For example:

9



1. In the 0-1 aircraft, the aft rudder pedals extend into
the area under the forward seat. Serious design varia-
tions and compromises would be necessary to make the
rudder pedal installation compatible with the seat space
requirements. The shoulder shields of the experimental
seats interfere with free access to the window and door
z4aiL"Ual, and ii is probaie that an optimum instaiation
would integrate the shoulder protection into the air-
eratt structiue instead of the -'

An adapter is required to fit the standardized seat to
the 0-13 aircraft structure. This adapter would have
the special problem of clearing the control system
torque tube which in above the aircraft floor. Energy-
absorption stroke would be shortened by the height of
the adapter assembly.

2. In the UK-lB, the adapter to fit the seat to the struc-
ture would have special problems of clearance with the
collective stick installation, access to floor openings
for maintenance, and clearance for the heater outlets.
The shoulder protector again Impedes access to the door
handle, and supporting this armor from the structure may
be necessary for optimum design. A special factor in
the UH-lB is the low position of the collective stick,
which requires that the pilot lower his left shoulder
to get full down collective. Space allowed to permit
this motion reduces the armor coverage in the left
underarm area.

3. In the CH-47, aft and upward travel of the seat is
limited by the canted bulkhead behind the pilot. This

* clearance requirement results in reduced energy-absorber
travel because the seat must be aft to clear the control
stick and must be in a low position to clear the canted
bulkhead. The seat installation in the CH-47 is enhanced
by the special collective stick, which occupies minimum
space above the floor, and by the ezinting backup beams,
which are spaced wide enough to nearly coincide with the
requirements of the seat support.

4. The CV-2A seems best suited for installation of the
crashworthy armored seat. The structural backup for
the existing seat is spaced to be suitable for the
seat support. Space is adequate for seat Installation.
Allowances must be made for the trim control installa-
tion and for adjacent equipment and controls, but these
problems appear to be minor and routine.

10



5. The H-34 has the unique requirement for bulkhead mount-
ing, and the existing seats have the capability of hing-
ing to permit access to the cockpit from below. This
seat installation will be considerably different from
the floor-mounted seat, but many components such as
armor panels, energy absorber, and some structural mem-
vers may De common parts.

'~. T e;a-& 4;. ta1lat.4a An tA.%.-IAL ifCi ea
of Interferences ,,ith trim controls, flap hydraulic
pump and syotem., and other equipment under or adjacent
t the aeat. The armored seat bucket itself may be
installed with minimum changes, but the energy-absorbing
system would requiro significatn reduction in stroke or
complete deletion unless significant airframe changes
were contemplated. The most desirable trade-off of
seat/airframe compromise involves considerations of
military requirements and economis beyond the scope
of this contract.

7. The U-6A seat installation has close side and aft
clearance requirements. Beater system components and
an emergency hydraulic system under the pilot's sat
protrude into the seat area. As In the U-lA9 install&-
tion of the armored seat bucket on a sup.ort which metsI
the space requirements will result in reduced energy-
absorption capability.

11



EPNRGY ABSORPTION

To prevent spinal injury, compression loads on the spine
UUT DO ZJULed iv ihuaseUO 5 a1e6rR;u Uv &U i vtIaA oa 4,

Since the anticipated crash loads are much in excess of
+h4 safe 14M4+ 4+ Is necessary to provide Ind-limitinu
energy absorbers which isoL._..e the seat from the critical
vertical loads, To be effective, the energy-absorbing
stroke must be as long as practical.

Various mechanical energy absorbers were considered. These
include:

1. Crushable materials such as aluminum honeycomb, other
aluminum foil shapes, balsa, and plastic foam.

2. Metal deforming devices such as metal drawing or
extruding, metal bending.

3. Frangible tubular strut shattering as it is compressed
onto a die which flares the tube end beyond its elastic
limit. See Reference 6.

4. Friction slides which depend upon holding effect of a
sliding brake.

5. Hydraulic struts which maintain load by metering or
hydraulic fluid through an orifice.

The following factors are considered essential in the selec-
tion of the energy absorber:

1. The device must be bidirectional. Load reversals can
and do occur during crashes (as shown on page 36 of
Reference 1), and unidirectional energy absorbers (such
as crushable material beneath a seat only) will not 4de-
quately protect the occupant. If a unidirectional device
is employed, it requires at least an antirebound device.
as shown in Reference 15.

2. The energy absorber must fit into a small volume in
order to achieve minimum size for the seat support which
is vital for universal application.

1



3. The energy absorber must be simple and predictable for
reliable operation. In the vast majority of cases it
will never be called upon to act. In the rare case
where a crash does occur, the device must operate
reliably after perhaps years with no attention. This
requires simplicity and complete freedom from required
adjustments.

The metal-bending type of energy absorber was selected for
use in this program. The unit absorbs energy by bending and
rebending four metal straps around a set of pins. (See
Figure 2.)

Support Support
StructureBending Chamber Structure

Ductile StrapBracket --

(Part of Seat) 4 Attachment Bolts
Travel

Figure 2. Energy Absorber

This unit was selected for the following reasons:

1. It is an operationally proven device.

2. It is bidirectional. Antirebound mechanism is
inherent.

3. It is a small package (1.56 x 1.25 x 16.75 inches)
which may be compactly incorporated into the seat
assembly.

4. Stroke is limited only by the length of the strap.

5. This type of energy absorber is suited for bulkhead-
mounted seats as well as floor-mounted seats.

13



6. Energy absorption capability may be readily varied by
change in strap width. If a criterion-type change
should be made after a production quantity of seats is
in the field, retrofit of new straps would be simple and
inexpensive.

To conserve space and to simplify the mounting of the seat
bucket, the load limiter was installed in a position para-
llel to the seat back. Hence, load limiting travel i
parallel to the seat back. It was considered that this
travel would provide maximum alleviation of load on the
occupant's spine and would be most suitable for a universal
mat.

14
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SEAT TRAVEL

The Work Statement objective of 12 to 15 inches of vertical
travel for energy absorption requires that this much space
be available beneath the seat in its lowest adjustment.
Existing aircraft do not approach this desirable objective.
Since the seats for installation in existing aircraft must
place the pilot in the same position with respect to con-
trols and instruments as the aircraft's normal seat, the
stroke available to the energy absorber is necessarily
limited to less than the desirable 12 to 15 inches.

Obviously space for increased stroke could become a speci-
fication requirement of new aircraft. The design presented
herein is limited in stroke only by the space limitations
of the aircraft in which it is installed. Changes in seat
support height and energy-absorber length will permit the
longer recommended energy-absorber stroke.

The adjustable height of the seat reference point above the
heel rest line is 10.OC to 14.50 inches. Energy-absorption
travel is the seat height less 5 inches. That is, the seat
will travel 9.5 inches from its high position and 5 inches
from its low position to bottom out on the seat track and
seat support structure.

The seat height agrees with the UH-lB and 0-1E. The top
height is approximately 1.5 inches lower than that of the
CH-47, but interference with the aircraft bulkhead behind
the pilot precludes this high position.

To meet the stroke requirement of the energy-absorption
system, the seat and bucket must travel untilthe system
nearly reaches the cockpit floor. Any obstruction which
shortens this travel will reduce the effectiveness and
safety of the energy-absorbing system.

The 0-lE, U-6A, and U-IA aircraft all have equipment, con-
trols, structure, or plumbing which interferes with travel
of the seat bucket to the floor during the energy-absorption
stroke. For future aircraft, the requirements of the crash-
worthy seat should govern in this area.

15



ARMOR CONSIDERATIONS

MATERIAL

A hard-faced composite, made from ceramic tile vith laminated
backing, was selected as the armor material. The contractor
was guided in this choice largely by Reference 10. Indepen-
dent consultation with competent suppliers of both armor
matert ls and armatent reinforced this decision. No alter-
nate materials or types of construction were found which

*i could compete with the chosen material on a weight basis.

In order to achieve minimum weight and minimum envelope for
the seats, a design approach was taken which used the armor
panels a. structural elements of the seat. The back and
seat armor panels are essential parts of the seat bucket
structure. A part of the weight maved by permitting the
armor backing material also to carry structural loads is re-
invested in additional armor coverage and in featuras (dis-
cused elsewhere in this report) to increase the crashworthi-
ness of the seat.

The side armor panel, the shoulder panel, and the torso
shield are easily removed for replacement. Rcaum the seat

iland back armor panels are integrated into ".'x seat structure,

• soe weight sacrifico was made to provise for ease of aeat
bucket replacement to minimize down time due to armor damage.

*\ Individual bucket panels would also be inter'-hageable, on a
production quantity of seats made from hard tooling.

ARMOR COVERAGE

The ideal situation (from gunire protection) of having the
seat occupant completely enveloped in armor just be compro-
mised in favor of:

1. Weight
2. Adequate clearance for pilot's vision
3. Adequate clearance for pilot's operation of controls
4. Adequate clearance for iLgress and egress from air-

craft.

The armor configuration which was develop3d to protect the
occupant and to permit normal and emergency operation is
shown in Figures 3 and 4.

16



The cnrnfiguration shownin for tandem seating.

inbord anel PIand P2

Ihand ek adino~
amitted fra lf-hn

P4 P2
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A

Figure 3. Armwxr Covomag
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The armor coverage provided by the seat is apparent from
Figures 3 and 4. The back, botton, and sides of the seat
bucket are protected, e:cept for narrow strips at the edges.
These areas could readily be included in the protected areac
on a prodouttlon quantity of seats sufficient to juwtify the

--.zzzr 'Arr. jia-.111a aJ~ Llstv Whour i

is provided to protect the upper arm and upper tor6o from
fire from tho side. Hiingng to necegary -fort inere us and

egress. It aircraft with side-by-side pilots, one such
hinged shoulder shield is used on the outboard sid, of each
seat, the tsumption being made that the inboard sides are
protected by the opposite seat. In tandem aircraft, two
shoulder shields may be used, one on each aids.

Protection from fire from the forward sector is provided by
a detachable torso shield, which protects the upper torso
and groin, as shown in Figure 4.

This coverage was worked out empirically, in coacert with

the contractor's Flight Test Staff, with the aid of smockups.

TORSO SHRIZ

This portion of the armor represented the greatest design
problam and is felt worthy of sparate discussion. Despite
the dfiiculties which are apparent with a torsoshield
(such as aft control throw interference and restriction of
pilot's motion), it wae felt to be the only feasible method
of providing significant forward protection istegrated with
a seat.

The following features of the torso shield were amidered
to be design requirements:

1. Depth to clear 95th percentile pilot's chet.

2. Underarm height nonrestrictive to 25tb percentlie
pilot.

S. Masily detachable for ingress and opee.

4. Fully supported from seat.

5. Connected to seat until released. Crash leads mast
be permitted to dislodge torso shield and mahe a mi
silo of it.

6. Single point of release.
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7. Provision for pilot to reach instrument panel or
overhead panel (lean forward) without disconnecting
the structural support.

8. Protection of pilot by upper front portion without
interference, and yet without guillotining the pilot or
crushing his face if forward crash loads snap head for-
ward upon shleld.

The ...... s imntm Tt
I sit toUU shAield prowv&ed -- -* o- r-que---- ts
barrel shape is formed from multiple connected flat panels
for the experimental seats; for a production quantity justi-
fying the tooling, the shield could be furnished in one-
piece construction with no fasteners except in the upper
front. The latter is connected with breakaay shear pins
for the reasons stated in feature 8 above.

The torso shield is strapped to a four-bar linkage train
which supports the shield and allows it to travel in front
of the pilot (see Figure 4). The travel permits the pilot
to lean forward and reach switches or controls on the instru-
ent panel or the forward overhead panels.

The four-bar linkage is used to support the torso shield
for the following reasons:

1. Protrusion into pilot's operating area is minimized.

2. Direct structural connection to meat structure is

achievvd.

3. Necessary freedom of motion is provided.

4. R*straint system is not compromised by requirements of
torso shield support. A

5. Weight of torso shield is 5upported at all times by
the likage.

6. 5ingle point of release is provided.

7. Torso shield does not add to crash loads applied to
seat occupant.

Lmatches are provided to connect the shield to the seat
structure. The latched condition is the normal mode for

alst all flight situations. Release of the latch is
effected by raising the shield approximately 1/2 inch and
leanin forward to separate the latch and allow
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motion. Re-latching of the shield is accomplished by
pushing the shield back to the seat. Slight upward
pressure in necessary to reach the position where both
latches will drop into the retaining hooks of the seat
structure.

The torso shield is attached to the support linkage by a
nylon strap which encircles the shield and bolts to the!
linkage. The strap has a buckle for adjustment, positive
tensioning and quick release. Installation of the torso
shield consists of placing the shield into the guide
channels of the support linkage and buckling the strap.
Removal of the shield is accomplished by operating the
buckle of the retaining strap and moving the shield for-
ward out of the guide channels.
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The high load cajh.,hility of the seat system demands that

the restraint syrtem be of optimum configuration. An opti-
mum restraint rtem should support and safely restrain the
crewman during crush, allow freedom to operate the aircraft,
be4 v14" , s n4"-.v.A h! iin4vtaallv mitad fnr all
sizes of crewmen.

To be safe, the restraint harness should not Induce critical
loads into the crewman's body or allow the body to be loaded
in a manner which may cause injury.

The standard shoulder harness is less than optimum because
forward loads induce compression loads in the crewman's
spine.

When forward and downward loads are considered as acting
simultaneously, the spineard compression induced by the
standard shoulder harness is additive to the aircraft down-
ward load. If a combined loading of 45g forward and 20g
downward (aircraft load factors) is assumed, the resulting
loads developed in the crewman are critically high. The
analysis upon which this is based is given in Appendix I.

While the analysis is uncertain because of belt friction
factors, body dynamics and internal load distribution, the
magnitude of the calculated induced load (28g) is too high
to be disregarded. A load only one-thir4 as high wben
added to the direct spinal compression due to vertical loads
will be critical. Any load increment added to spinal cow-
pression tends to negate the function of the load relief
system. For this reason upper torso support, which acts
directly to restrain without inducing spinal loads, is
necessary for a safe restraint system.

From page 13 in Reference 2, about 70 percent of injuries
which wire attributed to pure decelerative forces involved
the spinal column. In rotary-wing aircraft, most of these
spinal injuries (70 percent) occurred in accidents with
high vertical forces. In fixed-wing, less than half (45
percent) the spinal injuries occurred in accidents with
high vertical forces.

Incidente of spinal injury without causative high vertical
forces seems to support the position that the restraint
harness mar be inducing critical loads into the survivor.
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Pelvic support is another critical factor in the restraint
system.

During crash, high inertia forces of the leg act to pull the
pelvis into a tilted position ("submarining").

Any tilting of the pelvis causes eccentric loading and bend-
ing of the lower spine and vertebrae; failure may result.
Such an injury may result in fatal damage of the spinal cord
or incapacitation, which may cause the survivor to succumb
to postcrash factors, such a-- fire.

One experimental seat includes an inverted vee strap for
pelvic support and a chest safety belt for upper torso
support.

It was considered beyond the scope of this program to carry
out the necessary development, testing, and evaluation which
would be required to develop the optimum restraint system.
The experimental restraint system is a first step toward a
suitable restraint harness.

A program which examines all factors and establishes, by
test and subjective evaluation, the detail requirements of
the system is necessary for achieving the optimum restraint
systen.
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fMECHAN ICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The designer in tempted to save weight by providing for
vertical energy-absorption travel (and adjustment travel)
via slides. However, systems which sty operate admirably
on slides during a test in which only vertical accelera-
iiomu are applied coui very easily airuui.,iuu (wIL4 UL-

astrous consequences to the seat occupant) during an actual
O~saMh in which t h- vvti 4ml neemlvatinn ir nernannltd by
simultaneous forward and/or lateral accelerations. Since
the seats will be flown, as well as tested, the contractor
has elected to make a further weight sacrifice to assure
that vertical load limiting is not unduly influenced by
fore, and aft or side loads.

From page 44 of Appendix 1, seat bucket guide loadings were
derived. The maximum combined seat guide loading occurs in
the condition Px + Py + Pz:

Zx - 8191

-X 12869 Note: "J" is not a seat
7 6620 guide load.

i M 940
ft 5027
1 W 3265

Total - 36912 pounds

For energy-absorption travel, the minimum combined seat
guide loading occurs during the condition Pz - 6000 pounds-.

ZZ - 2650 Note: Omit Fv and By
Fx - 5300 because they result

- 260 from a nonsymmetrical

a 5300 luading which my not
! occurs.

Total - 100 pounds

A rolling guide system and a sliding guide system were in-
vestigated. The slide system which had the advantages of
simplicity and low cost van checked first. Because of the
high variable loads on the guides, it was imperative that
the coefficient of friction be small and predictable. The
coefficient of sliding griction is sensitive to contamin-
ation, humidity, surface finish, velocity of sliding, and
bearing pressure. Since all of these factors' would be Im-
possible to control, it vas concluded that only a low
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friction roller system would allow -he load limiter to
operate within the 15g-2 5g specified limits. The effects
of guide roller friction are discussed in detail on page 33
of Appendix I.

The seat bucket adjusts vertically on tracks of the seat
support, and the support adjusts fore and aft on floor
tracks. "Vertical" adjustment is actually parallel to the
seat back in order to conserve cockpit space. The seat is
spring balanced by four 35-pound extension springs which
maintain an upward force on the seat bucket when the seat
is being adjusted.

The vertical adjustment is held by shear lugs on the bucket
which latch into a notched guide on the seat support. This
notched guide is linked to the seat support by the load
limiter so that the seat may travel its energy-absorbing
stroke from any adjustment position. The fore and aft posi-
tion is held by shear pins which protrude from the support
assembly into the forward track.

The vertical adjustment lever is inside the seat bucket on
the right side. The handle protrudes forward of the seat
in position for easy operation. Upward motion of the handle
retracts the shear lugs which hold the seat in position.
The fore and aft adjustment lever is at the left side of
the seat support, and upward rotation of the lever retracts
the shear pins and allows fore and aft seat motion.

The inertia reel is attached to the upper back of the seat.
The reel lock is under the left side of the seat bucket
within easy reach of the pilot but concealed so that it
does not interfere with the energy-absorbing stroke.
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STRESS ANALYSIS

In the structural analysis of the seat design, it is con-
sidered that the area of prime importance is the transla-
44v dP +hM m"M^44MaA 1I^SA #,S^+"M 4"+^ l~aA& AnA +hgb Aim-

tribution of these loads upon the several Components of the
seat. This, therefore, is treated in considerable detail
in Appendix I.

The detailed sizing of individual seat components, number
and size of bolts, etc., is considered routine engineering,
and is not repeated herein in detail; several typical ex-
amples are shown (in Appendix II) of the detailed stress
analysis of critical areas of the seat. Methods are typi-
cal of standard aircraft stress analysis procedures which
have been applied throughout.

As previously stated, the armor panels are integral struc-
tural elements of the seat. Applied loads to be carried
by the armor were determined by the contractor, as shown
in Appendix I. The detailed stress analysis of the armor
panels was conducted by the supplier of the armor. Typi-
cal examples of this analysis are included in Appendix I.
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APPENDIX I

LOAD ANALYSIS

The seat assembly consists of two major components. They
are the seat bucket and the support structure. The seat
bucket is suspended within the support assembly.

The occupant loads the seat by direct contact and by the

restraint harness. The seat loads the support by roller
and track systems for longitudinal and lateral loads.
Vertical loads are carried from the seat back panel to the
vertical adjustment mechanism which is suspended on the
load limiter strap. This load limiter is bolted to the
center of the aft web of the support assembly.

The support assembly is tied to the floor at its four
corners. The aft fittings carry vertical and side loads.
The forward fittings carry vertical and longitudinal loads.

This section deals with distribution of loads at the major
points of transfer; namely, the harness attachment points,
the seat support rollers, the load limiter, and the floor
attachment fittings.

SEAT LOADS

The seat ultimate loads are as follows:

1. Longitudinal - 45g for duration of .10 second,
25g for duration of .2 second.

2. Lateral - 10.5g.

3. Vertical - 45g for duration of .10 second
limited by the energy-absorber system to
25g + 5g at the pelvic region of a 95 percen-
tile dummy.

Because of the relatively long duration of the high loads,
the seats and support structure are designed to support
statically the 45g longitudinal load combined with 10.5g
lateral and 25g vertical loads.

The design objective was a ductile structure with strength
sufficient for the above loads.

Preceding Page Blank
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LOAD DIZRCTION

Load directions are in agreement with the recommendations
of Reference 9. Longitudinal loads are assumed to be per-

be parallel to the spine. This conservative application of
loads provides for maximum protection of the seat occupant.

TABLZ 1

WRIGHT AND LOAD DATA

Weight Load Due Load Due Load Due
to l0.5g to 45g to 25g

(lb.) (lb.) (lb.) (lb.)

1Man + Bet Bucket 318.8 3350 14,360

Nan + seat Bucket
+ Support 360.8 3800 16,250

N1an (80% Uffective)*
+ 5eat Bucket
+ Support 320.8 - - - - 8030

* For vertical loads, it is estimated that half of the
occupant's log weight is supported by the floor structure.
Since the occupant's logs comprise approximately 40% of his
total weight, 80% of his total weight is applied for verti-
cal loads.

FItCTIOKAL LOADS

The loads at the moat bucket guide rollers will develop
frictional forces which tend to resist vertical travel of
the seat. The maximum load at the seat guide rollers is
36,912 pounds and the minimum load at tho seat guide rollers
In 15,900 pounds (reference Page 24). The rolling friction
of the roller system under load was computed as follows:

k L
RoIlli g Friction - L

(Page 22% Rference 11)

k - Rolling friction coefficient
k - .002 for steel on steel
k - .02 for hardwood on hardwood
k - .01 estimated for stool on aluminum alloy

3
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r - Roller radius
r - .50 inch average
L - Roller loading

Maximum roller friction 01(36,912)

- 738 pounds

Minimum roller friction " .01(151900)
.5

- 318 pounds

For the analysis of the operation load limiter, the above
friction loads were used. For the analysis of the seat
structure, a conservative 1,000 pound frictiop load was
added to the supporting force of the load limiter.

LOAD LIMITER

The load limiter for this seat is rated at 4,750 pounds
minimum and 5,250 pounds maximum. This rat*pg applies
throughout the stroke of the limiter.

The weight of the moving load, which is supported by the
load limiter, is 278.8 pounds. This includes 1,108 pounds
f or the seat bucket and 160 pounds for the occupant. The
160 pound weight represents 80% of tbe weight of the occu-
pant (reference Page 32).

The supporting force of the load limlter combined vith
roller friction will have the following limits:,

Maximum supporting force - 5250 + 738

" 5968 pounds

Minimum supporting force - 4750 + 318

- 5068 pounds

Based on the above seat supporting forces, the load limiting
system will operate at the following load factors.

Load factor - W
W3i3ht



Load factor (maximum) . 5,988
278.8

M 9.1 Adr

Load factor (minimum) - 5.068

278.8

- 18.2g

The above load factors represent the load limiter operational
limits for a 200-pound occupant. Based on the above calcu-
lations, the load limiter system will maintain the safe 25g
load factor when the moving load is at least 240 pounds.
Thus the eat is fulfilling its safety requirement when
121.2 pounds of the occupant's weight is acting to force the
"at down.

I! 3
I

I I
L

I
lI
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For vertical seat strength us.,
t 5000 lb. (load limiter) + 1000 lb. (friction)

For vertical support strength us*
25& x (80P% occuptat a weight + seat assembly
weight)

z
ReIfrence Table a

Figure 5. Seat Loads and Diroctions.
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I RESTRAINT HARNNS8 LOADS

Values for the restraint harness loads were calculated
(reference Pages 50, 51, and 52 ). These values were com-
pared with similar values derived in another investigation.
(See Reference 9.) The comparison showed reasonably close
agreement of load values. The slightly higher more conser-
vative values derived (see Reference 9) were used for thin

:ri analysis. These loads are listed below.

TABLE 2

RESTRAINT HARMEBS LOADS

Harness Component Load
(lb.)

Shoulder Harness* 4000

Lap Belt 6000

Inverted Vee Strap 3000

Belt Tie-Down Strap , 2500

41 * Use of chest belt for direct restraint will
greatly reduce the shoulder harness loads.
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TABLE 3

WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION-200-LB. MAN

Weight
Pounds

Whole arm 5.65 x 2ea. 22.6
and hand

Whole leg 19.55 x 2ea. 78.2
and foot

Head & Neck 7.9 15.8

Trunk 41.7 83.4

Total 200.0

NOTE: See Reference 3, pages 186 and 211
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TABLE 4

CENTER OF GRAVITY OF SEAT BUCKET
(INCLUDING TORSO SHIeLD)

eight x y z wx WY wz

Back 32 3.80 0 10.80 121.5 0 346

Seat 15.7 -6.10 0 -4.70 -95.7 0 -73.7

Structure
Mechanical 27 -1.40 0 6.60 -37.8 0 178

Shoulder
Shield 10.65 -2.80 13.9 17.10 -29.8 148.3 182

side
Armor 8.45 -2.20 9.3 2.20 -18.5 78.6 18.5

Torso
Shield 25 -8.08 0 8.50 -202 0 212

Totals 118.8 -262.3 226.9 862.8

j '-- - -2.22

av.

m "-- 7.26
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TABLE 5*

CENTER OF GRAVITY OF SEAT AND OCCUPANT

Weight x z wx wz

Seat 118.8 -2.22 7.26 -264 862

Man 200 -9.00 7.8 -1800 1560

Totals 318.8 -2064 2422

x - -6.48

i -7.60

- 3.0 (Estimated)

*leference Figure 6

TABLJ 6*

CI_T__ OF' _TIT OF CPIT 1AT
AND OCCUPANT

eight x z wx wz

imcket & 318.8 -6.48 7.60 -2064 2422
Occupant

Support 42 0 -3.50 0 -147

Totals 360.8 -2064 2275

-f -5.73

x- 6.3

- 2.20 (hmtimated)

*R4ference Figure 6
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UNIT SOLUTIONS

SEAT BUCKET

z
y

xi
G

SEAT SUPPORT

X 
D

Figure 7. Reference Axes for Load Analysis.

Seat Bucket Unit Solution

Px = -1000 Pounds in X Direction
SJZ

z
PZ 25 Y

10 9Hs

G H G IL

Figure 8. Geometry of Seat Bucket Loads
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9000 9 0 P u dXXGH -0; Ex + Fx ---- " 900Pounds

Auu6

Fx - 900 - 300 - 600 Pounds

SF 1  -0; Gx +H x - 100 Pounds

6
x - Tu x 100 - 33.3 Pounds

I l - 66.7 Pounds

Py- 1000 Pounds in Y Direction

1000 x 13.25
jwu - o; 3 1 + - 1- - 736 Pounds

Assume 50% of UyH is reacted by Ex and Yx

Then Zx - GZ - .5 x 736 368 Pounds

Fx  - 0; Fx Ex - -368 Pounds

1 9IMzwH 0; x y + Fy - -1000 x n - -900 Pounds

I~y + Hy - -100 Pounds
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= 13I . v..~ .. .... "-- m DW -& J

- O; f]L + I . 100 x 13.25 1328po
10

Assume IX - x 1325 - 442 Pouud5

YX - 883 Pounds

Tr z - 0; ox - -442 Pounds

AZ  -- 83 Pounds

J - 1000 Pounds

S: z at 2 0;

1000(9) - 1000(12) + (Oy + l)(10) - 0

G + 300 Pon

V - 0; Iy + Fy -n300 Pomi
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Support Structure Unit Solution

(With Seat in Uppermost Position) i

J-.18.0

20.20 ... 20.80

2.*20

PLAN VI W

AC,
SIDE VIE

lgure 9. Gkosmtry of Seat klpport Loiin.
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UNIT SOLUTION

Px - 1000 Pounds in X Direction

'I~' 4D 0CX1- " (974.4)
'M' D- 0 ; C 2.8974.4

CZ ' - 385 Pounds

2.m 1 a C 0 ;D x ' - 12(0,,74.4)
x 20.8

Dx ' - 590 Pounds

IIcD - 0 ; A' + B - -(10.64x222+21.22x974.4)
18

A3 ' +8B' - -1270 Pounds

I ,LyAn ' .7.9
OIL A.-" x -1270

A5z 20.2

As ' -.- 497 Pounds

B3' - -774 Pounds

N ' 6 D - 0 ; -497(20.5) + C774)(.3) + 222(8.2) +

20.8 C3 ' - 0

*C z ' - 414 Pounds

lu' a C 0 ; -(497)(.3) - (-774)(20.5) - 222(12.6)

20.8D' -0

DS'- 626 Pounds
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UNIT SOLUTION

Py- 1000 Pounds in Y Diroction ,

7.36x1000
IMNZ  D; C "4"3 354 ounds

DZ  - -354 Pounds

- o - - -00 Poq.,4

x ,'a 0; As

- 10 PuMdWO

I *'--4¢s, " 0[.€,,

0r

1

4?,t



P5  1000 Pounds in Z Direction

- 222x8.2

Cx ' - 87.5 Pounds

AF x "P 0; Dx '  - 222 - 87.5

Dx(@" 134.5 Pound.

S; A3 ' +B:' - 974.4x10.64-222x21.22
18

Az ' + Bz ' - 313 Pounds

' 8y A(7.9)(313)ky iA 3 ' - ~ 12
20.2

Az' - 122 Pounds I

B5' 191 Pounds

£, 0 D - 0; 122(20.5)+191(.3)+(-974.4)(.a2)+

*...20.8 C5 ' -0

C -267 Pounds

aAi' * C - 0; -(122)(.3)-191(20.5)-(-074.4)(12.6).

206B D' -0

Ds - 398 Pounds

I8
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UPPIR TORSO RISTRAINT; 45G LOAD IN X-DIRZCTION

Chest Strap Plus Shoulder Harness

7-.28 (Assumed Strap Friction)

712

ii
1017 a +

LB
C z

i i]ur. 10' Upper Torso Restraint Loabi from
. ..... ............... : ....... .C heIst Strap and Sho lder Uasr m usi.

.68 A

May,

VI z - 0; 1017+ 712 + 220 - - C - 0
C + I - 4549

0,El 0; As _-.sU{* yEr 0 ;

16.5 z 712 - 11,750

12.6 z 1017 - 12,500
7, z 2820 - 20,00

44,550+ 6(.iU)-17.508 -9c - 0

C + 1.418 - 4960

Combitig:
.415 - 411

8 - 1000 Pounds
C 4549 1000: C - 3949 Pouads
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Shoulder Harness Onli

712 '00

28 (Assumed StraD

1017 Friction)
LB

2820 J
A

.83 L -x

Az

Figure 11. Upper Torso Restraint Loads
from Uhoulder 11arsem Oly.

tA - 0; 44,550 + 6(.83) - j7.50 - 0

12.71M4,50Gmia - ape i.ouwi.

0;A - SRao

Upper Torso Weight 101O
Spima1 Cwpressiom - aaa20i

Load is induced by 45g fo rad load. Uquivaleat vertical
acceleration Is:

2 620
w a 101

Applied vertical loads sand indoed spinal lamb eat be
superimposed: With an estimated BOg vertical lead (sate
load per Reference 5), and a 26s induced load, them the
effective total spinal load i 48g. A load of this man-
tude Is not tolerable per Reference 5.
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LOWER TORSO RESTRAINT; 45G LOAD IN X-DIRxCrION

800 LB
800

LB

4455

Figure 12. Lower Torso Restraint Loads.

Z e 0; -5 V + 4455 (1.5) + 800 (6) - 0

5 V - 11,000

V - 2200

Fx - 0; -.86 L - V + .15 P + 4455 - 0

-. 86 L + .15 P - 2255

ZF z - 0; -.50 L + .99 P - 0

-.50 L + .09 P - -1310

Combining: .90 P - 1310

P - 1455

L - 2880
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APPENDIX II

STRESS ANALYSIS

The loads derived in Appendix I were applied to the detail
components, and stresses were determined. Typical examples
of the procedures used are included in this section.

The objective of this seat design was a ductile structure
which would sustain the applied loads. These loads are the
design ultimate loads developed in Appendix I with no super-
imposed safety factor.

Stress levels are intentioftally high to minimize weight.
This approach is justified because higher than normal ulti-
mate stresses are predicted with the dynamic load applica-
tion and because many of the critical components are re-
lieved as the seat travels through its energy-absorption
stroke.

Routine procedures were used and simplifying assumptions
used in redundant situations are noted in the text.
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Lap Belt

Although lap belt calculated loads are relatively low
(reference Page 52), conservative loads will be applied.

Load in belt - 6000 pounds (Page 36)

Say P - 4000 pounds each end

4000 PundsMU 22033-2 Lap Belt

. rTypica

XK13-902-1

-XK13-902-37

XK13-902-35

.040 4130 Steel

Ftu - 125,000 p.s.i.

Figure 13. Lap Belt Attachment Details.

Belt Attaching Bolt

2000 pounds per lug

Bolt shear allowable - 3680 pounds (Reference 1)

Margin of Safety (M.S.) - .84
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Bearing in Lug:

f br2000
br .25 x.04

fbr -200,000 p.s.i.

Fbru -251,000 p.s.i.

U.S - .255 (Reference 1)

Shear of Lug:

f 2000
a 2 x.37 x.04

3 - 67,500 p.s.i.

-a 82,000 p.s.i. (Reference 13

U.S. s 213
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Lap eltTieNOTE: Anticipated belt
angle of 450 to

seat will require 2350
pound keaction at each
fastener. Reactions
below allow for direc-

4000 Pounds tion variations of +10.

XK13-902-35 3000 Pounds

X13 -902-37 aiu

3000 Pounds
Maximum

Figure 14. Lap Belt Attachment Plate.

Seat Lug Bolt Shear L a 0 0 p ud

Ps all - 3680 pounds (Keference 1)

M.S. - .225

Bearing in Seat Lug
tbr - 3000

.25 x .08

fb 150,000 p.u.i.

1bru -251,000 p.s.i. (Reference 1)

M.S. -. 67
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Chest Belt

R

3549 pounds

(Reference Side Load
page 50)

XK13-919-1 R

XK13-902
R

Figure 15. Chest Belt Loading.

Conservatively, the side load is assumed to be 80% of upper
body (head, neck, arms, upper torso) side load.

Upper body weight - 101 pounds

Side load - 101 x 10.5g

Belt side load - 850 pounds

850 Belt Load

pounds

H
1775 pounds BotLo

R

Belt end load - 1960 pounds

This belt is fabricated to details of Specification NIL-B-
6703 and has a breaking strength of 4500 pounds loop load.

Belt M.S. - 4500 x j - - .15
1960
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LII O. upper CruB imm

Shoulder harness capaciLy - 4000 pounds (L
Page 36)

2000 2000

918

A .063

XK13-902-3

7075-T6 Ixtruded I - .40 inches4

Caps A- A
7075-T6 Alclad Web

Figure 16. Seat Upper Cross Beam Loading.

U - 2000(7)

M - 14,000 inch pounds

fc M 14000(.88)
.40

fc M 30,800 p.s.i.

Fcr based on b/t - 8

Fcr- 55,000 p.s.i.

Rc  -. 58

f 14,000(1.52)
.40

ft 53,200 p.s.i.

Ftu -77,000 p.s.i.

Rt - .69
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Shear in Seat Upper Cross Beam

V - 2000 pounds

Area - .063 x 1.75

Area - .110

fs " 18,200 p.s.i.

Fs - 30,000 p.s.i. (Reference 13
Page 410)

18,200
3u,UU0

R8 - .603

RT - .69 (from bending in bean)

M.S. - 1 . -1

.6032 + .692

M.S. - 1 -1

%F,363 + .476

M.S. - .092
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Attachment of Upper Beam to Seat Side

.. Shea 4  -V

Lockbolt -.

#10 Steel V.174A4.063
V Cl 7075-T6

Ii A CAiclad
XK13-902-1

Figure 17. Attachment of Seat Upper
Beam to Seat Side.

Assume Shear' - 2666 pounds (2/3 shoulder harness
capacity)

Assume 1000 pound/fastener shear load

Moment in joint:

M .5(2666) - 1333 in. lb.

Couple to React Moment:

M 1333 in. lb.1.7 2.7 in.

C - 785 pounds

Load on forward fastener:

785

1000 >4

flenultant shear - 1270 pounds
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Shear Allowable - 2U00 pounds (Reference 1)

Bearing Allowable

Fbru = 14,500 p.s.i. (Reference 1)

Pbr = 14,500(.19)(.063)

Pbr " 1735 pounds

M.S. 1735 -1
1270

M.S. " ,365
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Seat Bottom Bending Strength

The material is composite armor. The backing material is
.44 inch thick.

The properties of this backing material, supplied by the
manufacturer, are as follows:

Bending Modulus 25,000 p.s.i.

Modulus of Elasticity in Bending 1,700,000 p.s.i.

Compressive Strength (Edgewise) 12,600 p.s.i.

Tensile Strength 33,000 p.s.i.

These values are in general agreement with low strength
fiberglass-epoxy laminates of MIL-HDBK-17.

Primary loading is the normal load from the occupant whose
weight is 80 percent effective for vertical accelerations.

P - .8 x 200 x 25g

P - 4000 pounds

Add load induced by lateral load - 1455 pounds (Reference
Page 52)

5455 pounds
5455 pounds

XK13-902

XK13-923-11

Figure 18. Seat Bottom Loading.
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3 Sides simply supported
5145 PoUnd one side freeFree

SXK13-923-11a 3-2111Assume uniformly

distributed load.

4 .44 thick laminate
- \ (Refer to Page 62 for

\ b - 16 _physical properties)

Figure 19. Seat Bottom Load Distribution.

Deflection under Load and Bending Stress:

(From reference 14, Page 206)

4

Ymax .14
ZEt 3

Ymax .140 i 5455 (16)2

1,700,000 (.44)3

Ymax - 1.39 inches

.67 2

Max S -
t2

t - .44 (backing only)

Max S - .67 5455

.442

Max S - 18,900 p.s.i.

Fb - 25,000

-25,000U.S. - 500 1 -. 32
18,900
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Seat Bottom Connections

Screws:

Say that the position of the man applies one-half of the

5455-pound load to a 9-inch width of edge connection.

Unit load along edge - -330 pounds
9 per inch

At 1.5-inch spacing,

Load per screw - 500 pounds

Connecting Angles:

Extrusion

Po un ds il.XK13-902

t XK13-902-73

Figure 20. Seat Bottom Connecting Angle.

Moment -. 6 x 500

-300 inch pounds

f - 6M1

b t

fb 300(6)
1.25( .156)2

f 59,200 p.s.i.

Ftu -75,000 p.s.i. (Reference 1)
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Bearing on Sheet:

fbr P
A

f br ' 500
.156(.190)

fbr ' 16,500 p.s.i.

U.S. is ample.

Seat to Angle Fasteners:

AN 525-10 screws

Load - 500 pounds (tension)

Pt " 2210 pounds (Reference 1)

2210
M.S. - - 1

U.S. - 3.42
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Seat Bucket Upper Rollers

The critical load in X direction is 13,920 pounds
(reference Table 7).

Two rollers are used at each roller bracket. The bracket is
designed with a singla Lttaching bolt which allows bracket
rotation to equalize the roller loads.

Roller load - 13,920
2

Roller load - 6960 pounds

Use McGill Camrol CFH-l4.S

Aircraft Static Capacity - 9180 pounds (reference
McGill catalog)

U.S. - -1
6960

M.S. - .315

Although loading is extreme, rolling capability for three

revolutions (total travel under load) is predicted.

Track Contact Stream:

Steel Roller

7075-T652 Track

Roller Load - 6960 pounds

Roller Width - .62

Unit Roller Load p - 6960

.62

p - 11,210 pounds per inch
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From reference 14, Page 288, stress due to pressure between
elastic bodies, Came 4 cylinderi nn fist nplae

1.125 1-(.26)2 +_1__.3__

291X10'5 10 X100

.798 111210
c3.452 1.125

Sc M 231,000 posei.

This is high for material with Fbteulg 131,000 p...i.,
but some yielding will enlarge th6 Lazifg contact are&,
reduce the contact stress and permit survival.
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For each upper roller, P - 6960 pounds (reference Page 66)

.50

.44

XK13-914-11

7075 T652 Aluminum Alloy

Figure 21. Track Flange Loading.

Say b effective - 1.25 inches

N - .44(6960)

- 3060 inch pounds
6¥

bt

fb M 6(3060)
1.25(.50)2

fb M 59,000 p.S.i.

Ftu- 70,000 p.s.i.(Reference 1)

Fb - 1.25 (70,000)

Fb - 87,500 p.s.i.

Rb - .675
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Uper Roller Bracket Loading

From Table 7, the loads in the area of the upper roller
brarketa are ahnwn below!

Total side load - 6620 pounds

Apply 60 percent of side lo.d to critical side.

x
XK13-902

397
.70 2650 D

)rPC

8191
5.80

Figure 22. Seat Upper Roller Bracket Loading.

Calculate P and Px and Py

Say AC in free body, _fA - 0

8191(.7)-2650 5.8 + 5.06 P - 0

5.06 P - 9960

P - 1908 Tension
Px " .432 P

Px " 823 pounds

P7 - .904 P

P - 1720 pounds

7
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Calculate 0 and O_. and 0-..,
- -Y

Say BD is free body- .MR 0

-12,869(.7) - 3970(5.8) + 5.06Q - 0

5.06Q - 432,010

Q - 6340 pounds compression

Qx " .432 Q

Qx 2735 pounds

Q - .904 Q

Qy -5720 pounds

Calculate Ay:

(AC Is free body) INc - 0

-2650 x .2 + 8191(.7) - 5.6 Ay - 0

5.6 Ay M 5190

A y . 926 pounds

Calculate BY:

(BD is free body) MD - 0

-12,869(.7) -3970(.2) + 5.6 By - 0

5.6 By - 9804

By - 1752 pounds
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Seat Back Loads due to Energy Absorber Loads

XX13-902 XK13-934

z 1.3

lap
II 7

4.00 4-

II

4113-924 -1
1113-924-13 

X113-923-13

Figure 23. Beat Back Loading due to
Snergy Absorber Loads.

J - 6000 (reference Table 7)

U.-0

7 p 44)P - 1.3 6000 - 0
65 P - 7600

p - 840 PoundsP - 480 Pounds

P - 1320 Pounds
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Loads on Back at Level of Upper Rollers

/N5

8.00

1320• l 2735

172 5720

3.35 4.00

1752

926 F 470-mm 17.40B

RA RE

Figure 24. Loading of Seat Back at Upper Rollers.

EFy 0
-926 - 1720 - 5720 + 1752 + S - 0

S - 6614 pounds

WMA  " 0

-1720(3.35) - 823(4.7) + 1320(817) + 2735(12.7)

-5720(3.35) - 1740RB + 6614(4.00) - 0

17.4 RB  m 43,850

RB - 2520 pounds

Bending at C; M - 1752(3.35) + 2520(4.70)

M - 17,710 inch-pounds
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Check Back Panel and Rib for Bending

XK13-934-11 Rib

Bending Moment 2022-2. AA-

17710 inch-pounds

4 .5

XK13-923-13
.44 inch laminate

(Refer to Page 62 for properties)

Figure 25. Bending of Beat Back
and Ieinforcing Rib.

Assume rib and back bend independently with load nharing

in proportion to relative stiffness:

Z fiberglass - 1,700,000

3 aluminum - 10,500,000

Say I of both fiberglass and 2024 reinforcing rib are
equal for bending about Z axis:

Fiberglass carries 13.9% of load.

Aluminum alloy rib carries 86.1% of load
bending stresses in rib:

M M 17,710 lnac-pounds

.861 N - 15,250 Inch-poumb

f 6(l t,25O)

4 .00(.5)2
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.0 01 A~nN , 4
a - aI -- lf - 4

1. " 1.25 r,...

Fb - 81,300 p.s.i.

Slight negative margin in compensated by beneficial effect
of composite bepm action which was conmervutively neglected.

Bending stress in fiberglass laminate:

.139 N - 2470 Inch-pounds

effective width - 5.2 inches

fb 6(2470)
5.2 (.44)2

fb 14,800 p.s.i.
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Upper Roller Fitting

Conservatively, say socket action of roller shaft reacts

overhang moment.

... ~.0.58

X .K13-902 XK13-913-114340 Steel

F - 150,000 p.s.i.

6960 Roller

(Reference Page 64)

.50

~P

Figure 26. Upper Roller Fitting.

Overhang moment:
N - .35 (6960)

N - 2440 inch-pounds

By the use of Reference 19, the socket stresses may be

solved as follows:
N - 2440 inch-pounds

S - 6960 pounds

L - .50 inch

t1 - .44 inch
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t2 - .58

v 2440
R - 6960(.5)

A - .70

SL

Maximum unit load*:
K1  - 8.20 (Reference 19)

KIB

L
8.20 , 6960

Vl .50

w - 114,000 pounds per inch

Bearing in socket:

fbr "
114, GOOfbr "

.625

fbr - 182,500 p.s.i.

Fbr - 219,000 p.s.L.

3.3. - .20
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Tension in fitting due to socket load:

ft w

2t
1

ft =114 1000

.88

f t 129,300 p.s.l.

Ftu - 150,000 p.s.i.

U.S. - .16

Shear in fitting due to socket load:

fs W

2t2

114,000

2(.58)

fs " 98-,500 p.s.i.

F - 95,000 p.s.i.

M.S. -,.035

Clmp-up of the roller stud will relieve the conservative
socket load, and fitting is expected to sustain the applied
loads.
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Upper Roller Fitting 5720
(For loads,refer to Page 70) |

1752 2730

Beat Side Frame 1286
TEF x - 0

12,869 + 2730 - P - 0 3970

P - 15,604

Figure 27. Upper Roller Fitting Loading.

The moment at the main bolt due to the offset roller load
is transferred by bearing of the bolt in the seat side,
clasp-up of the main bolt, and by secondary bending of the
fitting lugs.

Say that the moment transferred in the joint is 2000 inch-
pounds. Balance the meat side frame:

1752 p 4 K13-902-1

2.20 1.50

2000 inch-pounds
transferred at Joint

Figure 28. Seat Side Frame Loading
at Upper Roller.

MPIl - 1752(2.20) - 1.50 P2 - 2000

UPI - 3860 - 1.50 P2 - 2000

P2 - 1240 pounds
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-p2 1752(3.70) - 1.50 P 1 - 2000

P1  - 3000 pounds

Secondary bending in lugs:

.200 1.75
0 Inboard _ _

3000 14124o0"

t Outboard ID

.125 0.5-

X13-913-11 4340 *tool Ftu-15 0 ,0 00p.s .i.

Figure 29. Upper Roller Fitting Lug Loading.

Say that 3000-pound shear Is divided betwwn lugs by
stiffness ratio

at C t - .200

3t - .006

at D t - .125

t- .00195

Shear at C - -. (3000)
.006 + .00195

Shear at C - 2420
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Neglecting fixity; Moment at C - 1.75(2420)

M - 4230 inch-pounds

6 (4230); b I qI nly

b 192,000 p.s.i.

Ftu" 150,000 p.s.i.
(Reference 1)

Fb - 1.25(150,000)

(Reference 1)

Fb - 187,500 p.s.i.
ib

Rb - 1.023
I

Load in inboard lug due to primary bending and direct
tension:

p = 15,604 - 3700

2

P - 7802 - 3700

P - 4102 pounds tension

Tension stress in lug: 4102
ft "--

.66

ft w 6240 p.s.i.

6240

150,000

Rt - .0415

+ Rt - 1.064
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Beam &hear in lug:

.2420
a 3.3(.20)

fs" 3660 p.s.i.

u - 95,000 p.s.i. (Reference 1)

Rs - .0385

.. 1 -121 +.
142 + 0392

M.. - -.06

This margin is considered adequate because the major load
(bending) in based on conservative moment distribution.

Using the same methods as above, the margin of safety at
point D was calculated to be a noncritical +0.50.
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Seat Side Frame

Thiin *,.aMM won ^k^% *^V,. +k," 1^^ ^^nd4-icn "X .- P

(reference Table 6). Loading was established by the
following factors:

1. Weights are taken from Table 3, Page 37.

2. Load factors, which agree with the applied loado of
Table 6, are 45g in x direction and 21.5g in z direction.

3. The lateral position of the center of gravity of the
seat, with occupant, was conservatively assumed to be 3
inches from the centerline of the seat. To match this
assumption, 70 percent of the occupant's loads were applied
to the critical frame.

4. Loads in the x direction due to the occupant were pro-
portioned in general agreement with the chest belt and
shoulder harness loads (reference Page 50) and with seat
belt and inverted yes belt loads (reference Page 52).
Small arbitrary adjustments were made to distribute the
loads in accordance withtthe estimated center of gravity
of the occupant.

5. The load in the z direction due to the occupant was
applied am a concentrated load.

6. The shoulder shield loads and the torso shield loads
were applied by transferring the loads to support points on
the frame.

7. The loads in x direction due to the seat components and
seat back were considered to be uniformly distributed along
the height of the seat.

8. The vertical load on the convex back panel of the seat
causes a moment about the y axis. This moment is transfer-
red to the seat frame by the frame-to-back connecting
angles. For simplicity, this moment is shown as a couple
with concentrated loads.
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A.Neutral Axis 4000

rJ~~j 740 ,

2.75 3.13 61

A-A

1930 inch-pounds

976

XK13-902-11
375 inch thick29

2024-T4 Plate
Chem-Milled to 493
.075 inch thick
in pockets.

2455

16846 pounds per Inch x
634 pounds (sn)

Figure 30. Seat Bids Frene LoadiuK.
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Side Frame Bending at A-A

2.75 3.13

1 - 4.02 inches 4 I
Area - 1.17 square inches

A -A

K- -740(15.5) + 40(15. 5 )

29

-621(13.25) + 298(l.9) - 1976(7.0)

493(3) - 269(3) - 46(155)(15-51)

+ 1930 - 1200(8.5)

U- -11,470 + 2140 -8240 + 566 - 13,530

- 1475 - 808 -5530 + 1930 - 10,200

M - 46,917 inch-pounds

fb M Mc

-b 46,917(2.75)
4.02

tb - 32,000 p.s.i. (Comnpression)

fb- 36,400 p.x.i. (Tension)

Axial Load at A-A:

Axial load -+ 4000 -298 -269 -634(15.5

29
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Axial load - 3089 pounds (Tension)

it'3

A

f t . 3 0 8 9 .:

1.17

ft" 2730 p.s.i.

Combining Bending and Axial Stresses:

fc M 32,000 - 2730

fc = 29,270 p.s.i.

ft - 36,400 + 2730

ft - 39,130 p.m.l.

Ftu- 64,000 p.s.i. (Reference 1)

Rt .612

Shear *t A-A:

V - 740 + 1200 + 621 + 1976 + 493

V - 5030 pounds

f - 5030

6(.075)

fs 12,900 p.s.i.

Pau 27,000 p.s.i. (Reference 13, Page 410)

R- .478

3.5. - 1 -l

V.8612i + .478
t

U.S. - .28
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XK13-901

13,920

/ - Roller Loads
Off (Reference

10 Table 7.)

XK13-903-1

fill Floor Loads
%I~ \~/ A (Reference

Table B.)

1 7.17 inches 4

Material: 7075-T6 har and 7075-TO Aiclad Webs

A-A

Figure 31. Beat 8upport Pide so" Loading.
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The critical section for bending and shear is Section A-A

still relatively short.

Two conditions are checked: one with the seat in the upper.-
most position and the second with the seat 2.5 Inches below
the uppermost position. The first condition results In
maximum moment and reduced shear on the critical section.
The second condition applies maximum shear and reduced
bending moment to the critical section:

For Upperm~ost Position:

M -12.3(139920) +2.5(4342)

N - 174,20Q + 10,S20

K - -163,380

j390(2.67)

167.17

f- 62,6W0 p.s.i.

Trtu - 77,000 p.s..i. (Materew 1)

-b .814

Shear and Torsion:

Commrvatively neglecting sheer redmtlaa dise to ben eap
taper:

V - 13920 - 4342

V - 9578 pounds

For abear and torsion, the aide frame mectios Is 14SSUUmd as
a constant section box.
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1.0

Figure 32.. Side lDm Torque Som.

Area of box:

A -2.40(.84) + 2.50(1.01)

A -4.55 square Inebes

Average va11 thickness:

L 070

- .40z.10+2.50z.25+1.Olz.074.g.z.07+.84z.25
2.4 + 2.5 + 1.01 + 4.9 + .84

1.483

11.65



t - .127

A - 1.48 square inches

Direct Shear:

fs 9578

1.48

fs "6460 p.s.i.

Torsion:
f. T

2At

S " 9578(1.00)- .(155). 127

fs" 8290 p.s.i.

The critical web is inboard and the shear 
stresses combine:

fs = 6460 + 8290

fs " 14,750 p.s.i.

Fs - 33,000 p.s.i. (Reference 13, page 410)

Rs- .447

Combining Stress Ratios:

M.S. - 1 -1

.8142+ .4472

M.. - .075
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With the sett 2.5 inches below the uppermost position:

Bending Stress:

Ni " 13,920(10)

NI - 13,920 inch-pounds

f MC
I

fb - 13,920(2.67)

7.17

fb 51,900 p.m.i.

1,0900 (Reference 1)

Rb - .675

Shear ftress (direct):

V - 13,920 pounds

fs = 13,920
1.48

fs " 9420 p.s.L.

Shear Stress (torsion):
fs " T._ _

2At

f " 13,920(1.0)

2(4.55)(.127)

fs " 12,060 pes.L.
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Fe - 33,000 p.s.i. (Reference 13, Page 410)

Re = 21,480

Re - .652

U.S. 1 -1

.6752 + .6522

M.8. - .065
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